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I really wanted to enjoy this game. I played Balance of Power a few years ago and loved it. The only downside was that it was so
short. So I was really excited when I saw this game. I like the art style a lot, and it's a lot easier to get around than Balance of
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Power ever was. But I just can't get into it. It feels like a step backwards from the 30 year old game that inspired it. Resources,
armies, and actions all feel so game-y and simplified. 30 years ago I could specify the exact amount of foreign aid I wanted to
send, the number of troops I wanted to send, and so on. Nations acted on their own and independently. You didn't get influence
points for arbitrarily having a certain number of countries on your side. Why does getting that one last country in a region have
such a disproportionate boost? Most frustrating of all is that the AI seems to entirely lack the sense of fairness that it did in BoP.
The Soviets invade someone in my sphere of influence, they'll refuse to back down, but if I try the same thing, they'll also refuse
to back down. Do they have a death wish? It seems like I can't get past the first few turns without either being browbeaten into
abandoning my allies or ending the game. There seems to be no spheres of influence, the AI just considers everything fair game
and seems to know that I value my time and energy more than it does. And on the topic of ending the game, I'm really surprised
that anything inspired by Balance of Power actually portrayed a nuclear war.. The Multiplayer is a bit buggy but a fix my friend
and I tried was leaving the game open and having him join via the server list on the right. Hope this has helped anyone. The AI
is very poor but the road map says that this will be changed. I have enjoyed this game with friends and its honestly a great
game.. Great game, I believe that once they rework the way that multiplayer works this is be one of the most interesting and fun
1v1 games out there. I personally had an issue with multiplayer but a lot of other havenu2019t. I will be waiting until there is a
fix and not refunding the game because it is worth it.. Have played a few hours of this game and am really enjoying it. I have
only played single player - the AI is in my opinion pretty good, and an enjoyable game can last 30 mins to an hour which is
perfect. I'm probably going to buy this game as a gift so I can send it to my friend so we can play multiplayer.. Did you ever
have that maniacal desire to shape the world during the Cold War? With the fate of billions hanging in the balance, do you think
you could tip the scales of world opinion in your favor and survive? Precipice is a very entertaining game. It's like a cross
between poker and chess, you plan out your moves, and if challenged, try to see if your opponent is bluffing when he threatens
you with his missiles. I like the idea of not waging war to win, and that war is a no-win scenario in this game, subterfuge and
u201cplaying niceu201d are keys to winning this game. I think the penalties for backing down are a little too tough, but all-in-all
this is a really good game. Read a full review at the Loner Strategy Games web site.. The game is well put together and is in
general good, however it crashes alot on my pc so be careful.. The game is still very young, the Ai is hard, its a good strategy
game for multiplayer, but its hard seeing to play this game on singleplayer, as the ai will literally bully you into ending it in
nuclear war, of course you can back down, but you'll lose loyalty. I can see this becoming a hit in Multiplayer, but for now.. I
liked this game pretty much. The only issue is that because nukes are always an option there is really no reason if you are losing
the game to stick with it. If I was playing multiplayer and I was surely going to win the other person would just make sure we
both lose. I get thats a part of the cold war vibes, I just couldn't enjoy that part. I really liked the game though. Great Concept.
I'm sure someone else would not care at all or maybe I just am not playing the game right. Someone will love this game. just not
going to be me.. Early review as I only played a few hours and did not try online PVP yet, but I really enjoy it so far. The game
is harsh and unforgiving, but eventually you understand that you can't poker face your way out of all confrontations, and need to
make compromises. Lose influence but avoid nuclear war; then strike back where it hurts. I lost almost 10 games, some pretty
fast, before I finally managed to get a victory by letting political unrest consume my enemy -- right before that of my own
faction would soon have me thrown down. Only played the AI so far, but I like that it tries to adapt to my gameplay. The AI can
have a tendency to send nukes a bit too fast right now, but the developers are actively listening to player feedback to improve it.
If you're concerned that it might be a pain point for you, give it a few weeks of time and try again. I'm now looking forward to
trying online PVP, as I assume the tension of escalating or not will be quite different.. I am a big fan of Cold War settings, but
in video games I feel this setting falls a little short, especially in the strategy genre. A couple of years ago, I stumbled upon a
1985 Amiga classic (older than I am actually) called "Balance of Power". I played it with an emulator and immediately liked it,
but as the game was so old, I wished for some sort of remake. Precipice is this remake. It is obvious that the devs have taken
their inspiration from this classic, and they did a fine job bringing it up to date. What Precipice is about? It's a turn-based global
strategy game set in the Cold War. You either play as the US or the USSR and have to extend your influence around the world
either by risky business such as intrigue, espionage and military actions or by the peaceful means of providing resources to
countries in need, development aid and diplomacy. At the end of your turn, any risky stuff that was uncovered by your enemy
can be challenged by them. You can either back down and lose some support world-wide or.you can escalate the conflict to the
next stage, demanding your opponent to stand down. But they can refuse again. But be careful and don't push it too far, or
nuclear hell will break loose across the earth, ending the game for both parties with a defeat. If you manage to not end us all in a
nuclear holocaust, you can win the game by either having more influence points by the end of the game or by pushing your rival
to do so many desperate actions that they will crumble in the face of domestic unrest and chaos. It's a neat little game and if
you're into Cold War diplomacy, brinkmanship and risk-taking or if you ever wanted to experience the Cold War on a grand
scale, this game is for you. The price tag is appropriate in my opinion. The only thing I agree with when it comes to common
criticism is the weak AI, but since release, the devs have been incredibly active in improving the game and adding new features.
So give it a try and please, try not to unleash nuclear hellfire upon us all.
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